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Abstract

Diagnostic development for measurments of anode plasma structure and ion
beam local aiming and microdivergence are being developed on the COBRA
accelerator at Cornell University. Results of streaked-scintillator and tracer
target beam diagnostics, and streaked anode light imaging are described.

Successful development of transport and focusing systems for light-ion beam ICF
drivers requires accurate characterization of the ion diode as the first element in a particle
beam optics system. Considerable effort has been devoted to this characterization and
optimization in the radial geometry of PBFAII at Sandia National Laboratories, and in axial
("extraction") geometry on KALIF at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, generally using the
beam focus as the diagnostic of beam optics. Local beam diagnostics for microdivergence
and aiming as a function of time and position in the diode are now being investigated on the
Cornell Beam Research Accelerator (COBRA). COBRA has recently been completed as a
four-cavity linear inductive voltage adder for 4 MV, 20ft, 40 ns. The experiments
described here were done before completion,with a single cavity, using a passive epoxy-
filled groove anode plasma source in the LION extraction applied-B diode [1]. We
describe here first results with new diagnostics using streaked light emission from the
anode plasma, and streaked scintillator shadow box targets. These measurements begin to
characterize the time-dependent optics of the ion beam, and the diode dynamics responsible
for these observed optics.

Figure la gives a diagram of the radial structure of the anode surface, and a radial image
across this surface, produced by a lens on a radially aligned linear fiber optic array.
Untreated aluminum surfaces between the epoxy-filled grooves are much more reflective
than the grooves, as seen in this image, for which the anode was uniformly illuminated by
an external light source. The aluminum (AI) surfaces which were blackened as indicated on
the diagram exhibit greatly reduced reflection. Figure lb shows a streak photograph of
anode plasma light during a diode shot, seen through this radial slit. There is nearly
uniform light intensity across the grooves separated by untreated Al, while the grooves
separated by blackened Al show much greater intensity over the grooves than over the Al.
If the plasma light intensity were uniform in radius, the high reflectivity of the untreated Al
would give observed intensity higher than the grooves, as in Fig.la. Since the observed
intensity is instead nearly uniform, and the intensity over the blackened Al is greatly
reduced, we conclude that most of the plasma light emission is over the grooves and not
over the aluminum. It is remarkable that this persists for the entire duration of the diode
pulse, implying that the plasma remains localized in radius over the millimeter scale length
of the grooves.

Figure 2 shows a series of streak photos from the anode plasma light diagnostic (without
blackened Al) with varied magnetic insulation strength. With low B/Bcrit (a) anode
plasma light appears earliest at the outer radius, with medium B/Bcrit (b) light appears
almost simultaneously at all radii, and with high B/Bcrit (c) light appears first at the inner
radius. The magnetic configuration in these shots was chosen to make the ion current
density uniform over the radius in (b); current density peaked at the outer radius in (a), and
at the inner radius in (c). Thus initial turn-on of the anode plasma is correlated to the shape
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of the virtual cathode electron layer which also determines the radial distribution of ion
current density during the pulse, and these are both controlled by the magnetic field
strength and shape. We believe this anode plasma light diagnostic will give further useful
information in clarifying the underlying diode dynamics that influence beam optics, by
correlating the anode plasma structure with beam optics diagnostics.
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Figure 3 presents results of the streaked-scintillator beam optics diagnostic. Fig. 3a is a
diagram of the LION magnetically-insulated extraction ion diode used on COBRA for these
experiments (REF.l). Figure 3b is a streak photo of the scintillation produced by two
beamlets defined by a pair of slits as shown in the diagram. The diode voltage and current
waveforms are shown in Fig.3c. The streak shows initial low microdivergence of 55mrad,
which rapidly increases after 32ns in the pulse to 86mrad. The average deflection from
straight axial propagation of the beamlet at 84 mm radius is comparable to the
microdivergence, but the beamlet at 70 mm shows large initial inward angle of 140mrad,
which decreases strongly during the pulse. This shot was into vacuum, with no gas cell in
the diode. We believe the initial deflection of the inner beamlet is due to space potential in
the beam propagation volume. The beamlet aiming was also investigated using a time-
integrated tracer target oriented nearly parallel to the axial beam propagation, so that the
beamlets defined by slits impacted the target at a grazing angle. The resulting damage traces
are shown schematically in Figure 4, which also gives the result of measurement of the
angles of these traces as a function of radius for two different magnetic field strengths.
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When a neutralizing gas cell was used (not shown) the angles decreased to zero within
measurement uncertainty, implying that space potential was largely responsible for the
inward (outward) deflection of the inner (outer) beamlets. Since the aiming angles in
vacuum propagation were decreasing with time, the strong increase in microdivergence of
the individual beamlets seen in Fig. 3 is thus unlikely to be due to space charge, and
probably is due to diode gap dynamics. Since the plasma structure (Figs. 1 and 2) seems
relatively constant, fluctuations caused by gap instabilities seem the most likely mechanism.
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Figure 5 shows a streaked scintillator viewing a beamlet defined by a radial slit. As
indicated by the diagram, the effect of the decreasing voltage during the pulse and the
consequent increasing azimuthal deflection of the beam in the applied magnetic field is to
sweep the azimuthal position on the anode from which the beamlet viewed by the
scintillator originates. The result is that the time axis of the streak corresponds to beam
intensity as a convoluted function (nonlinear) of anode azimuthal position and time. This
intensity is modulated, as seen in the figure, and may imply a fairly coherent azimuthal
beam structure with several-millimeter scale length. The origin of this structure is
unknown, and may be the result of diode instability. The diagnostics shown here rely
upon aperture definition of beamlets, and will become unreliable due to aperture ablation
with beams much more intense than the 500-800 A/cm2 in these experiments. It is hoped
that apertures may be replaced by intentional structuring of, or local introduction of tracer
particles of different ion species into, the anode plasma, to eliminate the need for apertures
in diagnosing optics of more intense beams. These diagnostics will be pursued in
experiments now beginning on the full four-cavity COBRA.

*Work supported by Sandia National Laboratories.
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